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Kansas Fruit Production

At one point in time, Kansas was an exporter of fruits in the Unites States. According to the Kansas 

Fruit Growers Association, in 1880, the Kansas State Board of Agriculture reported 2,386,812 

apple, 5,091,549 peach and 935,897 cherry, pear and plum trees. We can thank prohibition and a 

few extreme weather events for the reduction in Kansas fruit growers. Although we may never be 

the fruit producing state we once were, there is the potential for many fruit plants, trees and shrubs 

to thrive in Kansas. 

Often when we think of fruit grown in Kansas apples, strawberries and blueberries—even in spite of 

our incompatible soils for blueberries—come to mind. Many native or adaptable fruit species are 

forgotten about altogether. Although unusual, many of these fruit species are lower maintenance 

than traditionally cultivated fruits while still providing a bountiful and delicious harvest. 

Serviceberry

The Juneberry, or Serviceberry is a recognized ornamental tree, but not typically thought of for its 

edibility. The Amelanchier species is a shrub and tree species that produces blueberry-sized blue, 

purple, red or white fruits in June and July. This fruit has a taste more like a sweet cherry than a 

blueberry. 

Native to every state in the continental United States, plants in this species produce clouds of white 

blossoms in early spring. Juneberry plants are easy to grow and adaptable to cool and hot weather. 

Juneberries will tolerate partial shade and are adaptable to a variety of soil types. They are best 

planted in the fall as spring planted Juneberries may not produce flowers or fruit in the first year. 

Shrub species are best for peak fruit production and ease of harvest. Many homeowners prefer the 

tree species for its beauty as a “front yard” tree. While the trees are beautiful, their fruit is often lost 

to the birds, which for some, can be an attractive feature. White berried trees are thought to be less 

desirable to the birds. 

For our region, K-State recommends two varieties of Juneberry. The Allegheny Serviceberry, grows 

to be less than 20’ tall and 10–15’ wide.  This variety is more of a tree form than most 

serviceberries. It has nice, white flower clusters and beautiful orange color in fall. The Spring Flurry 

Serviceberry is another small tree growing to a height less than 20’ tall and 15–20’ wide. It has a 

strong central leader with a good, upright growth habit, nice white flower clusters, an orange color in 

fall and purple to blue edible fruit. 

Pawpaw
The Pawpaw tree is another Kansas native with a uniquely tropical tasting fruit. The pawpaw tree 

has fruit resembling a fat banana, as big as 6 inches long and 3 inches wide. This pale green fruit 

also brings to the Kansas plains an exotic taste. The fruit is often described as a cross between a 

banana and a pineapple. With a custard-like texture it is best eaten raw and fresh from your garden. 
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When planting your pawpaw tree, dig a hole only as deep as the root system but 2-3 times as wide, 

just as you would for any other tree. Just as with other trees, adding organic matter to this hole may 

seem like a good idea, but it can create a soggy pot that will drown the tree. If your soils need 

organic matter (the pawpaw prefers a high organic matter content) incorporate organic matter to the 

entire area in which the tree will be planted before you dig the hole—at least a 10x10 foot square. 

Adding 2 inches of organic matter to the soil surface, and tilling it in, will create an area of increased 

water penetration and high nutrients for your tree to grow into, rather than a mushy pit.  A happy 

pawpaw has moderately acidic soils (pH 5.5-7.0) that drain well but stay moist. Mulch, spanning a 

3-foot circle around the trunk, helps maintain moisture without drowning the tree. Mulch also helps 

cut down on weeds that compete with the tree for moisture and nutrients. 

In nature, pawpaws are understory trees so consider planting the tree in partial shade, especially 

for the first few years. Wind protection is also advisable as the large leaves make excellent sails in 

high Kansas winds. Although some protection is needed, the pawpaw grows up to 20 feet high and 

about 10 feet wide, so leave plenty of room for growth without hitting power lines or gutters! 

These trees require cross-pollination to produce fruit, just like your apples and pears. Three 

different varieties will produce the best results. The beetles and flies that pollinate the pawpaws

need the trees to be no further than 30ft apart for optimal fruit onset.  Thanks to their fleshy roots, 

pawpaws are best planted in the spring, around April. Newly planted trees need to be well-watered, 

but not waterlogged. 

Mulberries

Mulberries are yet another Kansas native fruit shrub and tree. Mulberry fruit are shaped just like a 

blackberry but can be white, purple, dark red or black. Mulberries are wind pollinated with some 

varieties possessing the ability to set fruit without any pollination. Mulberry plants tolerate drought, 

pollution and poor soil. The mulberry buds develop in later spring and are generally unaffected or 

only moderately affected by spring frost. Most cultivars need at least 15’ to spread and full sun. 

Their berries can stain surfaces so they should be planted away from walkways. 

As with Juneberries, birds love mulberries. Unlike the Juneberry, mulberries produce so much fruit 

that birds typically cannot take it all for themselves. It is a good idea, however, to avoid planting 

mulberry plants near where you park your car as the birds do make a mess of the berries. 

Persimmons

Persimmons are a commonly grown fruit in Asia but have yet to become established in the United 

States, although they are another Kansas native! Ripe persimmons are described as having a 

similar taste as an apricot with the flesh having a jelly-like texture. The American persimmon 

tolerates any well-drained soil. The trees prefer full sun and 10-15’ to spread. The persimmon tree 

has a delicate root system and should be coddled the first few years of establishment. Persimmon 

trees drop fruit naturally but additional thinning may be required to achieve maximum fruit size and 

to avoid overloading the branches. When persimmons are ready to be harvested, clippers may be 

employed to separate the fruit from the tree. Fruit should be harvested when they are fully colored 

and firm. An unripe persimmon will have an extremely astringent flavoring. 
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Gooseberry

Gooseberry shrubs produce pea sized to egg sized green, white, yellow, black, purple or red fruits. 

These fruits are often compared in flavor to grapes, but are more often said to have a flavor unique 

unto its own. A European fruit, gooseberry plants were brought to the United States in early colonial 

days. The plants are cold-hardy but do prefer cooler moist summers that Kansas does not frequently 

provide. Bushes often bear fruit within a year of planting and if properly cared for, can live 30 years or 

more. Gooseberry plants can tolerate a variety of well-drained soils and only desire a moderate 

amount of nitrogen. Plants should be spaced 6’ apart as they can grow together and create a difficult to 

harvest hedge. A single bush can produce 8-10 pounds of fruit per year. A leather glove on one hand is 

necessary for harvest as the plant contains thorns. 

Nanking Cherry

An Asian native, Nanking cherries are an adaptable shrub that will tolerate nearly any location that 

provides sun and well-drained soil. Unlike many fruits, the Nanking cherry is extremely cold tolerant 

and can also endure late frosts. Newly planted shrubs need frequent watering, especially in summer 

heat. Plants that are 4-5 years old still benefit from a 1-2 times weekly deep soak. These shrubs 

require little pruning and should be spaced 6-10’ for a hedge or 8-15’ for stand along plants. As a 

hedge, this shrub can serve as food for wildlife on one side and food for people on the other. Deer and 

birds both like the Nanking cherry. Although Nanking cherries don’t begin producing fruit until at least 

year 3, they can produce up to 50 pounds of fruit every year. Once harvested, fruit should be eaten as 

soon as possible as the shelf life of the Nanking cherry is poor. These dark red fruits are most often 

used for jams and pies but have also been used for syrups and wines. 

Jujube

The Jujube tree produces extremely sweet fruit that ranges in size from a cherry to a plum. Originating 

from China, this tree typically grows less than 30’ tall with beautiful drooping branches. Temperatures 

that the tree can tolerate range from negative 20 degrees F to 120 degrees. The tree especially favors 

hot temperatures. Jujube’s are also adaptable in their soil preferences. Compacted soils, dry soils, 

waterlogged soils—the jujube adapts to many climates and soil types. Typically, the jujube blooms late 

enough to avoid frost concerns. One thing to avoid with the jujube is digging around the tree. The 

major downside to the jujube tree is that it sends up suckers, small trees that develop from its roots. 

Any damage to the roots, through digging or cultivation, can encourage this behavior. Harvest of the 

jujube fruit offers gardeners a couple of taste options. When fruit skin turns mahogany and is shiny and 

smooth it is ready to eat. At this stage the flesh is light green, crisp and sweet, not unlike an apple. If 

left on the tree, the fruit skin will wrinkle and the flesh will turn beige. At this stage the flesh has a 

spongy consistency and takes on more date-like characteristics. 

Whether you prefer the apricot-like persimmon or the multiple flavors of the jujube, these unusual fruits 

all bring something to your garden that our more traditional fruits lack. Everyone on your block may 

have an apple tree but you can be the first to enjoy one of these unusual, and enchanting fruits! 
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